Infinova and Imron Announce Product Integration

Infinova's high performance IP video cameras and systems now integrate with IMRON’s
sophisticated IS2000 access control systems.
The Infinova IP cameras support MPEG-4 for efficient recording and viewing. Available as
V6600 IP minidomes and the V1700N IP PTZ dome cameras, they are ideal for any network
surveillance installation, indoors or out. Vandal resistant metal construction, IP66, and with an
integrated heater/blower, these IP cameras set a new standard for rugged security-grade
operation. The most demanding requirements are easily met with high performance MPEG-4
technology that provides video at 4 CIF and 30/25 fps. These cameras are managed by our
V2215 NVR surveillance suite and are also compatible with other leading surveillance
applications.
The IMRON IS2000 has been designed with ingenuity and innovation. Always in the forefront
of technology, IS2000 utilizes the latest Microsoft development tools. With simple icon based
user controls, displays can be tailor-made for each user. Responses and prompts are context
sensitive and can be triggered on system events and scenarios that provide a solution that 'fits'
the specific end user. Best of all, the system can adapt to meet the requirements of a changing
business environment. IS2000’s open architecture and open database structure can be easily
linked to other systems to ensure accuracy and responsive integration. For every size project,
IMRON has a scalable solution that includes fully integrated Access Control, Video
Management, Multi-Level Interactive Graphic Mapping, Photo-ID Creation and Management,
Response Management and all the other important features your business needs.
Infinova is a manufacturer of complete security/surveillance solutions that deliver the highest
value to customers while providing the cutting edge technology necessary to meet today’s
stringent security needs. Included in Infinova’s products are dome PTZ cameras, networkable
matrix switchers, fiber optic transmission systems for video, audio, data and integration
management software. Infinova provides consultants, integrators, electrical contractors and
installers with engineering design assistance and customized systems.
Founded in 1997, Imron Corporation is a major provider of Security Management Systems to
brand name manufacturers around the world. Today, the IS2000 suite of scalable products is also
available directly through systems integrators, providing advanced access control, alarm
monitoring, CCTV interfacing, digital video surveillance, and seamless integration for multiple
third party systems.
For more information about IMRON, please visit www.imron.com.

